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True to the ethos of a timeless design, Kastello
Collection exemplifies the charm of classic beauty
and contemporary form. Within these bespoke
design and meticulous crafting, you will be swept
off your feet with all our technology and innovation.
Don’t just take our word for it.
See to believe.

For more than 140 years, American Standard has
established an enduring tradition of quality and
innovation. In our products we provide the style
and performance that fit perfectly into life. In
line with our vision, we developed a collection of
ceramics that pays homage to classic design while
integrating modern sensibilities and the latest in
hygiene technologies. The Kastello Collection is
born out of our modern interpretation of a
classic style – the epitome of timeless design
and functionality.
Antoine Besseyre Des Horts
Vice-President of Design in Asia-Pacific

DRIVEN BY
DESIGN,
POWERED BY
TECHNOLOGY.
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DESIGN
CRAFTED
DETAIL

A modern classic, the Kastello Collection weaves technological
and sustainable features into timeless design. It bridges aesthetics
with functionality to bring about a full range of products that are
built to last. Thoughtfully crafted, the Kastello Collection embodies
sophistication and purposeful design.
Our Kastello Collection is defined and accentuated
by our Signature Elements.

AUTHENTIC
MATERIALS

LINE

FRAME

The line is a flexible element
which is often used as a detail on
products to highlight functionality,
increase comfort and provide
a more sophisticated appearance.

Used vertically or horizontally the
frame format has been forever used
to shape consumer electronics and
is now embedded in our psyche as
a symbol of innovation.

LOOKS.
LIKE NO OTHER.
The Kastello Collection vaunts beauty through the symmetrical curves
and angle. The bespoke design is not simply an add-on to the vista but
revolves around functionality and comfort to provide the best experience.

CRAFTED.
LIKE NO OTHER.
Ergonomic lines of the faucet offer a graceful swerve which tops off
the entire design. We prioritize performance and style.

COMFORTMOVE

ECOSTART

With a ceramic cartridge in the faucet, it
ensures a smooth and consistent control of
the water flow, managing usage in precision.

The single lever faucet translates the idea of
eco-friendliness into reality. By releasing cold
water first, it prevents the boiler from heating up,
resulting in 30% energy savings.

DURASHINE
A long-lasting coat of shine that signifies design
excellence and adds to the aesthetic pleasure.

PERFORMS.
LIKE NO OTHER.
The Kastello Collection is nothing less than a force of nature.
The creation of a whirlpool washes down both light and heavy wastes
with the help of Aqua Ceramic that adds on a protective layer of glaze.
All we can say is, this is probably the best you can find.

DESIGNED.
LIKE NO OTHER.
Unlike anything in its class, our toilet is brawn and
beauty all in one. Truly an artisanal machine.

SIPHONMAX
WITH POWER RIM
Our Kastello One-Piece Toilet is designed to deliver powerful
flushing for optimal hygiene. This exceptional system delivers
twin torrents of water from 2 openings, creating a whirlpool
around the bowl. Simultaneously, a jet of water is released
from below creating a second push action. Coupled with
water being funneled away from the bottom of the bowl
that generates a powerful pull action, SiphonMax effectively
removes both heavy and light wastes.

ARMORLID
WITH EASY LIFT
Utilizing cutting-edge material on both seat and cover,
our design enhances durability. Not forgetting the finer details,
Easy Lift tapers off to an angle for ease of lift on the seat cover.

DOUBLE VORTEX
Twin water jets from 2 openings create a vortex
of swirl to maximize the flushing performance
while minimizing the water usage in our
Kastello Close-Coupled Toilet.

COMFORTCLEAN
When it comes to safety and hygiene, we never
compromise. ComfortClean effectively kills
E. coli bacteria.

AQUA CERAMIC
Our One-Piece toilet is engineered to prevent
accumulation of dirt and dark ring from forming
on ceramic surface. The award-winning super
hydrophilic technology never fails.

